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Boundary Behavior of Solutions of a Class of Genuinely Nonlinear Hyperbolic
Systems by Julian Gevirtz ABSTRACT. We study the set of boundary singularities of arbitrary classical solutions of a certain class of genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic systems written in Riemann # ‚ # invariant form, , where denotes the directional derivative in the direction H V oe ! H 5 5 5 / 5 oe " # 3 ÐV ßV Ñ 5
) 5 " # , , . The specific conditions that we place on the defining functions ) are ( ) and ( ) i ii ) )
for some positive constants , . ' We show for any system of this kind there is a such that for any locally Lipschitz 7  " solution in a smoothly bounded domain the set of points of at which fails to V K`K V have a nontangential limit has Hausdorff dimension at most , and, on the other hand, for 7 any such system for which the we construct a solution on a half-) ' 5 _ # _ − G Ð Ñ G V plane for which the set of points of at which fails to have a nontangential limit ‡ ‡ V has positive Hausdorff dimension. This result is immediately applicable to constant principal strain mappings, which are defined in terms of a system of this kind for which ) " is a linear function of and .
V V " #
ntroduction I For hyperbolic systems in two independent variables
and , most often B > associated with space and time, one usually studies the Cauchy problem in which one seeks a solution , for which coincides with a given , the ?ÐBß >Ñ > ! ?ÐBß !Ñ ? ÐBÑ ! questions considered including well-posedness, global existence, blow-up and behavior of solutions as . In the nonlinear case discussion is often limited to initial data with > p _ a small range and even for such data, generalized solutions must be considered.
In this paper we concern ourselves with the following inverse question for a certain family of genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic systems: What can be said about # ‚ # the boundary values of an classical solution in a domain ? Here "classical" arbitrary K can be taken to mean , although the treatment we give will be valid for locally G _ Lipschitz solutions. In the first place, we are interested in systems for which there is no a priori limit on the range of characteristic directions, that is, systems such that for a characteristic given parametrically by , can potentially cover any interval DÐ=Ñ ÖD Ð=Ñ× arg w of , in contrast to what is implicitly the case in the standard . ' space-time context Secondly, we are interested in statements valid for all solutions rather than ones known to arise from some form of initial value problem. Because of this generality even in geometrically simple domains such as disks or half-planes characteristics can be quite contorted curves.
the set of Although the specific focus of this paper is the size of boundary points at which arbitrary solutions can fail to have nontangential limits, it would be reasonable to investigate other aspects of their behavior and that of the associated characteristics. In any event, given the nonstandard nature of the boundary value question and of several of the issues that arise in dealing with it, we shall begin with a somewhat detailed discussion of a system for which it is physically meaningful, namely the system which describes smooth planar mappings with constant principal stretches cps-mappings , about which we have previously written ( [ChG] , [G1] - [G5] ). It Ð Ñ is in fact the study of the boundary behavior of such mappings that is the main goal of this paper, and we have only chosen to work in a wider context because it is possible to do so with little additional effort, and because this broader approach suggests some interesting questions.
A with principal stretch factors is a mapping cps-mapping 7 Á 7 0 À K p " # ‚ with locally Lipschitz continuous Jacobian N oe 0 X Ð  Ñ Ð7 ß 7 ÑX Ð Ñ 9 5 ) " # , where and . X Ð Ñ oe Ð7 ß 7 Ñ oe  ! 7 7 ! ) 5 ) ) ) ) "
• " • cos sin sin cos
As explained in the cited references, apart from regularity considerations, functions and ) 9 will correspond to such a mapping if and only if they satisfy the autonomous quasilinear hyperbolic system (1.1) H Ð7  7 Ñ oe !à H Ð7  7 Ñ oe ! out that a net made up of two mutually orthogonal families of curves covering a a simply connected is the net of characteristics of a cps-mapping if and only if for any K two belonging to one of the families of , the change in the inclination of the G ß G " # a tangent is the same along all subarcs of curves of the family which join to . other G G " # Nets with this property are known as . (See [G3] , [CS] , [Hem] , Hencky-Prandtl nets [Hen] , [Hi] , [Pr] .) The theory of cps-mappings we have developed is based on direct application of (1.1), this Hencky-Prandtl (HP) property and the equations (1.2) and , H H oe ÒH Ó H H oe  ÒH Ó # " " " # # # ) ) ) ) 2 which are also effectively equivalent to (1.1) and which are very special cases of equations derived by Lax [L] in the general context of genuinely nonlinear # ‚ # hyperbolic systems in the plane and used by him in connection with the inevitability of singularity formation. These (1.2) imply that if a characteristic has blow-up equations G curvature at then the orthogonal characteristic arc emanating from towards the , ! : : concave side of can have length at most , that is, that the boundary of must be G K " , ! encountered after moving at most a distance of along this orthogonal characteristic. A " , ! characteristic length bound sine qua non of this kind is a for the theory we are developing and plays a fundamental role in all that is to follow.
When regarded as deformations with constant principal strains, cps-mappings are of concrete interest as models in a number of physically interesting contexts (see [Y] ). Consider, for example, a thin liquid film on a plane surface which upon solidification takes on a rectangular cryptocrystalline structure, that is, at each point a suitably oriented minute square of the original liquid becomes a rectangular crystal whose side lengths are constant multiples of the side length of the square. In this light global geometric results for cps-mappings tell one about the extent to which the shape of the original film can change as a result of such solidification and about how matter is moved around in the process, and statements about the existence of boundary limits of (and, in light of (1.1), ) of , and consequently of the Jacobian of the mapping) tell one to what extent the 9 cryptocrystalline structure is present at the very edge of the solidified lamina. Applied to the system (1.1) the main result of this paper says that there is some number such ! !  " that if is smoothly bounded, then and can fail to have nontangential limits on a set K ) 9 W §`K of Hausdorff dimension at most ! ! . On the other hand, the construction of Section 5 shows that the set of boundary points at which does not have nontangential ) limits can in fact have positive Hausdorff dimension.
Beyond their immediate physical significance, cps-mappings constitute a particularly important and tractable class of planar quasi-isometries, for which we believe they will ultimately be shown to display extremal behavior for many of the as yet unsolved distortion questions (see [J1] , [J2] ). In this direction a very significant inroad was made a few years ago by Gutlyanskii and Martio [GM] , who showed that the spiral mappings given by , KÐ</ Ñ oe </ 3 3Ð  Ñ 7 7 7 ! < log log 3 are extremal for the problem of determining for given and , the smallest 3 7  "  ! ! ratio , such that there is a quasi-isometry of the annulus onto itself , which is to say that the characteristics form two mutually orthogonal tan ! oe 7 # families of logarithmic spirals all members of each of which are rotations of each other.
We now describe the class of systems for which we treat the boundary # ‚ # singularity question. Let , . For given and any ) ) 5 5B`C  It is well-known that in general a # ‚ # (autonomous) hyperbolic system for unknown functions and is formally equivalent to a system of the form 0 1 H V oe ! 5 oe "ß # we write and use the term to mean a mapping , @ ) ) @ ' ' oe Ð ß Ñ G À p " # _ # # system although the smoothness requirement could be weakened substantially. Obviously, a solution of the system in a domain of the plane is then a pair of functions , for
which is constant on each integral curve (henceforth referred to as a ) V 5 5-characteristic of the field , . A system is said to be if the / 5 oe "ß # 3 ÐV ßV Ñ ) 5 " # genuinely nonlinear derivatives It is clear that the system for the and
, , 2 never vanish. 5 oe " ) 9 associated with cps-mappings is already in Riemann invariant form with V oe 7  7 3 3 4 ) 9, so that in this case two inclination functions are given by (1.5) and .
and is a linear function of . We now define the family of systems with @ V oe ÐV ß V Ñ will be called the -and -characteristics of , respectively. The term ) full characteristic halfwill refer to the complete integral curve and we will use the term characteristic to refer to either of the two arcs into which a nonclosed characteristic is divided by the removal of one of its points. (Closed curves which are characteristics will not arise in this paper.) As indicated in the Introduction we will use the convention Ö3ß 4× oe Ö"ß #× 3 3 throughout. Arcs of -characteristics will be called -arcs, or less specifically, characteristic arcs. With reference to a given , a characteristic arc joining ) points will be denoted by and we shall use the abbreviation +ß , − H +, ?) ) ) Ð+,Ñ oe Ð,Ñ  Ð+ÑÞ A domain will be said to be a ( ) U § K positively negatively oriented characteristic quadrilateral of , and we write , if is a Jordan curve lying in containing ) U oe +,-.`U K four points occurring in that order when is traversed in the positive +ß ,ß .ß -`U (negative) sense and such that and are -arcs and and are -arcs. We say that +, -. which fails to have a nontangential limit has Hausdorff dimension at most . ) 7 Because the proof of this theorem, to be given in Section 4, is quite involved and depends on the prior development of a considerable amount of machinery in this and the following section, we shall briefly explain here how it proceeds. As we shall show (see Corollary 3.27) for any point at which doesn't have a nontangential limit there : −`K ) is either a nontrivial fan of characteristics emanating from or for or is not the : 5 oe " # : endpoint of a -characteristic; in the latter case we say that is a -singularity. Since any 5 : 5 quasi-HP function can have at most a countable number of fans, we only need to show that the set of -singularities has Hausdorff dimension . For this it is W 5 ÐWÑ Ÿ  " dim 7 enough that there be some such that any almost straight arc has a $ $ oe ÐOÑ  ! E §`K subarc of length at least which has at most a countable set of -singularities of . $-) ÐEÑ 5 If for some there were no such , then there would have to be an such that for ) $ E §`K any there is a set of -singularities of which are essentially uniformly distributed R W 5 R ) along . It is not too hard to show that any -singularity is surrounded by arbitrary E 5 : small -characteristics which join boundary points on either side of (see formula are + , so that . Now, , so
l.  -l oe 6   SÐ6 Ñ l.  ,l oe SÐ  6 Ñ ) % % that l.  .l oe SÐl.  ,l Ñ oe SÐ  6 Ñ oe SÐ  6 Ñ w # # % # $ % % . The desired conclusion now follows since , as observed above.
depends on the orientation of implicit in the parametrization. Proposition 2.5. (Characteristic Length Bound). Let be a -quasi-HP net on and let 
We can furthermore assume that is so small that for all , and 
) $ % Clearly, we can continue this process until we come to an within of . .
Extended Characteristics, Regular and Singular Boundary Behavior
Our approach to boundary behavior requires the examination of curves which are in effect characteristics that contain boundary points; the subtleties that arise as a consequence require careful discussion. Throughout this section, even when not explicitly stated, will be a -quasi-HP function on a Jordan domain with
(Although the results of this paper apply to unbounded and multiply connected domains as well, the proof of the main theorem itself will entail only consideration of Jordan domains, and in fact we will be able to work largely with Jordan domains of the kind we call "characteristic subdomains," as defined below.) By an arc we shall G henceforth mean a continuous one-to-one mapping of an interval into the D oe DÐ>Ñ Ò ß Ó ! " closure of and will be referred to as the of . As in Section 2,
interior when an arc is considered to be oriented, we use the term "to (towards) the right (left) of G G G " to refer to the part of (immediately) to the right (left) of , and the term full characteristic will refer to a complete integral curve of or in . The following ) )  K first points encountered when moving along from to the left and right of , N Ð:Ñ : G respectively, which are not in . Each of these points is either on or
in . In the latter case the point in question is at distance at least 
form the three sides of a "characteristic triangle" . Let denote the set of points X T § N at which is not strictly concave towards the inside of . Then . N X ÐT Ñ oe ! -Proof. Suppose not. Then since the -characteristic passing through any point of must 3 N exit at , after replacing the original by an appropriate subarc and changing and : N G G " # accordingly we can assume that , ) and ,
where . Let be a translate of inside and let be the subset of R oe N ÏT N N X T N w w w corresponding to . Then it follows from length monotonicity (Proposition 2.7) that
. Let be the first such translate to contain . Then one of its endpoints must be on one of the , for definiteness say , at a distance of at least
from . Let denote the arc of . Then a subarc of and form the two : E :; G N N E sides of a "characteristic bilateral" . Let be the subset of points of which
correspond to points of , that is, points at which is nonconcave towards the inside of T N ! F R § N R , and let be the subset corresponding to . Then since by length
so that the length of all translates of inside is bounded below by . However, we N F ! % % can translate along from down to , which is clearly impossible, since this would
give us a -characteristic of length at least joining to itself for which 4 N : 
. It is clear that if , , then one of the following is true:
The first of these possibilities includes the case . Hereafter the symbol will denote the family of all Jordan domains for Z ‚ K § which is a curve and :
. Assume that and let be the ray È which intersects the negative real axis at a point , where
Clearly, if , (just think in terms of circles of curvature), will
intersect at point such that the diameter of the curvilinear triangle whose sides are
, and the arc of bot is bounded above by , since .
1
(Note that is virtually a straight line for such .) Now, the interior of the arc Ò ß :Ó +DÐ= Ñ ! 3 ! of must cross , and the only possibility is that it does so at a point of the segment
. Let be the shortest subinterval of l ÖD Ð= Ñ×  ÖD Ð= Ñ×l Ò= ß = Ó Ò= ß = Ó arg arg
for which . Then we have l ÖD Ð= Ñ×  ÖD Ð= Ñ×l oe arg arg
so that by the mean value theorem there must be a point for which 
One derives exactly the same bound for in the case that by working l l  Ÿ  ! 7 7
1 # with the ray instead of and with the arc instead of
and that contains at least two points of . Then there are By this assumption and Proposition 3.4 on the boundedness of the lengths of characteristics there exist and such that . Let be 6 6 !  6 Ÿ ÐG Ñ Ÿ 6  _ G and joining to a point of . In light of (3.4), (3.5) dist for all , .
By the Curvature Bound this means that for each we have an upper bound on the %  ! curvature of to the left of . Concretely, we have that I 5 (3.6) . , from which it follows that a subsequence of the ( converges to a continuously differentiable arc ( ) which joins point of to point of in G`R Ð+ß Ñ`R Ð,ß Ñ % % % the part of lying outside of both these circles. The arc is simple since by H GÐ Ñ % Proposition 3.12 any sufficiently small neighborhood of a point of can contain at Ð+ß ,Ñ most one point of any . The nested nature of the implies then that (a least for G H 5 5
sufficiently small ) the entire sequence converges to . Also, it is clear that ( ) is % % % GÐ Ñ G w an extension of ( ), for . We claim that , which will
But if this weren't so, a very simple argument along the lines of the one given in the second paragraph of this proof will produce a nontrivial elementary -characteristic 3 joining one of or to itself, which is impossible by Proposition 3.7. Evidently, is a + , G simple curve so that the statement about the order of points on follows
The existence of the is trivial for and follows from a N Ð>Ñ DÐ>Ñ − K straightforward compactness argument for . That the two possible orderings DÐ>Ñ − Ð+ß ,Ñ of the points of coincide follows from the fact that is a simple arc and (3.3). G  Ò+ß ,Ó G Bound (3.2) follows from (3.6).è
We will refer to an extended characteristic joining , as ; points of 
To see that this is so, assume to the contrary for some , , . Since there is no fan at , none of the -characteristics through any point of other than exits at . Let be an initial segment of such that I  I ; :
we show that as between and the ray argÖD× oe !. It is easy to see that some initial segment of this ray (that is, the portion of the ray contained in for some ) is covered by a collection of R Ð:ß Ñ  ! Ð Ñ 0 0 d % characteristic quadrilaterals one of whose -sides is a subarc of and one of whose U 3 GÐ Ñ % 4 I Ð Ñ -sides is an initial subarc of a translate of . The quasi-HP property then implies  % that there is a such that if and is between and the ray
. Since is arbitrary, as between and the ray. It is also clear that for sufficiently small the translate of down to is a % I :
 nontrivial initial arc of a -characteristic which exits regularly at and which forms 4 G :
w with an acute angle of size . What we have just shown now implies that ifK 
Now consider any pair of numbers in for which (3.10) holds. of , the inclination of the tangent is in the interval there would be a point for which , so that
The following proposition plays a fundamental role in the proof the Main Theorem 2. 
. Repeating this argument we have that l0 ÐBÑl Ÿ F lBl Ÿ F lBl
, so that in fact , so that , and so on. Thus, in fact l0 ÐBÑl Ÿ F lBl (that is, downwards) from and joining it to a point of . Let be >  30 Ð>Ñ oe Ð>Ñ E N Ð>Ñ ! given parametrically by with . Let , and let
. Then . For notational convenience we can assume without loss of generality that . We show that for all sufficiently argÖD Ð=Ñ× oe ÐDÐ=ÑÑ w ) small and any that We concentrate on the case that that emanates to the left of ; the opposite case is V N Ð> Ñ ! much easier to handle as we indicate below. By (3.13), (3.17) and (3.19), exits at a V K point ) with 1Ð" (3.20)
, for .
Obviously, is not defined for all , but for any for ß Ó 0 which it is defined, and are the -sides of a characteristic quadrilateral , N Ð> Ñ N Ð>Ñ 4 UÐ>Ñ ! whose -sides are the arc of and the arc
and by (3.14) (3.22) .
. From this together with (3.20) it is clear that is the endpoint of some
for some . But then we have from (3.14), (3.18), (3.22) and the quasi-HP-property that
. But since by (3.15) and (3.20)
, , for B Ÿ F , and for , it follows that for .
That is, if , we have a contradiction since for those values of 
for an appropriate . , for and . 
0 for all , bot with and . Then the area of the region between and is bounded below by .
For definiteness we assume that lies to the right of , so that
. Let be so small that for two points on the 3 3 , 0 distance between which is at most apart, the change in the tangent direction to at 3`K these two points is less than . Let the -characteristic joining to a point of 
Proof of the Main Theorem 2.2
The main ingredients in the proof are Proposition 3.31 about essentially singularity free boundary arcs, the Limit of Characteristic Principle (Proposition 3.17), Proposition 3.16 regarding structure of and the Trapped Area Bounds min H ÐE  FÑ (Propositions 3.32 and 3.33) . We also use the preservation of quasi-HP conditions under linear changes of variable, which allows one to normalize the arc one is working with to have any convenient length. In reference to a quasi-HP function on , we will say ) Z K − that an arc is (abbreviated ESF-) if it has at most I §`K 3 essentially -singularity free 3 countably many -singularities of . It is enough to prove that there is a number 3 ) 7 7
oe ÐOÑ  " 3 such that on any suitably small boundary arc the set of all -singularities has Hausdorff dimension at most . In the discussion of such arcs there is considerable 7 freedom in the choice of the various explicitly given numerical constants that we use. For the most part they are far bigger (or smaller) than necessary and have most often been chosen either for the sake of convenience or to avoid the necessity of going into careful geometric arguments.
Let , that is, the . K − ÐQ Ñ Z unsigned curvature of is everywhere at most `K Q For let be the unit tangent to (with positive orientation) at . : −`K AÐ : Ñ oe /`K :
Let be any positive number small enough that $ $ oe ÐKÑ
(1) .
(2) On any arc of of length , . ).
to be referred as the of is a arc on which F oe R Ð!ß %Ñ `\ \ G bottom # the unsigned curvature bounded above by .
( is defined just before Proposition 3.12. We shall prove the following from which, as we will subsequently show, the Main Theorem follows almost immediately. We have emphasized the words "at least one" since were we able to say "both endpoints lie in ", we would be much closer to finishing the proof of the theorem; in F effect we could go directly to Step 3. We will use Step 1 to show that there must be a subarc of , with diam bounded below by some universal constant and whose N F ÐN Ñ -endpoints are joined by an elementary -characteristic; we accomplish this in Step 2 with 3 -oe " #& .
We begin the proof of Step 1 by noting that by (4.2) there is an -singularity 3 within of the left endpoint of so that by the limit characteristic principle (Proposition % ! F 3.17) both of which there is an elementary -characteristic which joins two points of 3 G 
then Proposition 3.31 would imply that there is an ESF-subarc of of length , 3 F V ! % contrary to (4.2). Thus, for every contact point of between and : 
joining the two endpoints of such that contains a subarc of ! the distance between whose endpoints is at least 1 and one of whose endpoints is an endpoint of . We shall henceforth work with the characteristic subdomain G ÐH ß G Ñ [DÐ= Ñß DÐ= ÑÓ § R ÐDÐ= ÑDÐ= Ñß lDÐ= Ñ  DÐ= ÑlÑ
(Obviously, a constant considerably closer to than would also work in (4.3).) We "
, for all . and the other contains the endpoints of , the distance between which is at least 1. G ! Step 2. There is a subarc of with such that and are joined by N oe :; M l;  :l : ;
" #& an elementary -characteristic in . 3 H ! To establish this we again we use an argument based on the case that results when Proposition 3.16 is applied. However, this proposition must be applied several times in conjunction with the Trapped Area Bounds (Propositions 3.32 and 3.33) . To normalize we can assume that diam , by replacing with an appropriate subarc. By our ÐMÑ oe " M underlying assumption (4.2) together with the limit characteristic principle there are elementary -characteristics for which the arc bot joining
the endpoints of lies in the middle third of (i.e., lies in ,
Assume inductively that we have an elementary -characteristic enveloping only
but none of the other , with and consider each of the three cases in the conclusion of that proposition. More specifically, we will show that as long as Case ( ) does not occur we iii will be able to continue the process with (4.8) , <Ð>  "Ñ  6Ð>  "Ñ oe <Ð>Ñ  6Ð>Ñ  " that Case ( ) will have to occur long before (4.7) can be violated, and that when Case iii ( ) occurs we are done.
iii Case ( ) There can be no contact points of between and , since were
there to be such a point , the distance from to each of the endpoints of would, by : : G (4.6), have to be at least , so that we can apply Proposition 3.31 to which is all we need to obtain the desired elementary -characteristic with endpoints at 3 least apart. Thus, we can assume that . But then there will be a
There is a -characteristic arc in which joins to a point of . Since a -arc 4 I H -`\ 4 w cannot join two interior points of an extended -characteristic, this boundary point cannot 3 belong to and must therefore be in . This in turn means that .
Let the subarc of with initial point and length be parametrized by Thus either we stop at or go on to , the latter occurring only when we are in > >  " Case ( ) or Case ( ) but not Case ( ) as described above. We now show we must i ii iii actually arrive at Case ( ) long before (4.7) can be violated. To do this, say that we have iii arrived at . Let . At least one of the following two things must have , which as length at least , the corresponding -semi-characteristic has length at # least , shows that the area between and must be at least
. If ,on the other hand, , then )| . Also, as we just saw (4.10) holds for all , bot with lying to the left of and to its
Thus by the first trapped area bound (Proposition 3.32) it follows that the area between and is at least , so that this lower bound holds no matter
which side of the point lies on. But then , since , so G :
. This in turn means that . 
from the second trapped area bound (Proposition 3.33) it follows that the area between
and is at least . But then so that . This in
turn means that . This concludes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3. Now we work with the , with , whose endpoints are in the case of we always have Y " (5.6) . depend continuously on . This outside curve clearly satisfies the hypotheses (5.4) 3 X # and (5.5) of the straight line characteristic initial value construction described above to produce an almost semicircular parallel characteristic. It is also clear from simple compactness considerations that there is some universal radius that will do. Let be < W ! the resulting "almost semicircle", the points at which it meets being . By ' ;  ; smoothly add segments to to obtain , so that for appropriate , X X oe Ð Ñ boundary singularities of the solution that we have constructed.
V ‡
To those who have worked with Cantor sets it is probably obvious that has positive Hausdorff dimension, ] but for completeness we include an appropriately modified version of the argument given by Falconer [F] for the classical excluded middle third case.
First of all, it is clear from the self-similar nature of the construction that there is a number such that the minimum distance between the intervals making up # − Ð!ß "Ñ # 
A Few Concluding Remarks
We briefly discuss some of the issues and problems suggested by the foregoing. In the first place, it would be interesting to determine whether Corollary 4.2 is true for general (i.e., not necessarily normal) genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic systems. # ‚ # Probably, though, some hypothesis in the spirit of ( as well as ii) of Definition 1.1 and some bound like % ) ) 1 %  l ÐVÑ  ÐVÑl   " # , for all . V − ' # is necessary so that, using the approach of Section 5, or otherwise, one might try to construct a solution of a genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic system failing to satisfy # ‚ # one or the other or both of these conditions which has a set of boundary singularities of Hausdorff dimension ". In a wider context one can ask if Corollary 4.2 has any counterparts for sufficiently nonlinear planar hyperbolic systems. In reference to 8 ‚ 8 normal systems, our analysis leaves open the question of whether in a half-plane ‡, for example, there can be a solution for which the set of boundary singularities of type 1 has positive Hausdorff dimension. For such a solution there would have to be for each in a + set of positive Hausdorff dimension a characteristic exiting at but for E §`K G + + which hypothesis (3.9) of Proposition 3.29 does not hold. Also open is the question of whether the word "nontangential" is necessary in the conclusion of the Main Theorem 2.2. As we shall show elsewhere, the idea of the construction of Section 5 can be used with considerable ease to construct in an arbitrary Jordan domain cps-mappings with arbitrary (distinct) principal stretch factors which have infinitely many isolated singularities, and in fact these singularities can be of spiral type (see [G3] for the classification of isolated singularities of cps-mappings). This raises the question of the distribution of such singularities, and in this regard we conjecture that there is some absolute constant such that for any smoothly bounded Jordan domain and any #  " K HP-net on , where is a set of isolated points of , there holds KÏW W K (6.1) dist . ! +−W Ð Ð+ß`HÑÑ  _ # Note that this was shown with in [G3, Corollary 4.1]. More generally, there are # oe " other genuinely nonlinear systems for which there exist corresponding # ‚ # unambiguously defined nets of characteristics which have isolated singularities, and for any such system one could attempt to obtain a classification of such singularities along the lines of [G3] seek a bound of type (6.1) on their density.
